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A Novel Collection
The recent publication of exley: a novel (algonquin Books, 2010) 
by Brock clarke ’98 (phd) brings fresh attention to the Frederick 
exley papers held in the library’s department of rare Books, special 
collections, and preservation. a Watertown, n.y., native, exley (1929–
92) is best known for his 1968 novel, a Fan’s notes, which has become 
a cult classic. clarke, an associate professor of english at Bowdoin 
college, tells the story of a boy who searches for exley in a quest 
to reconnect with his father. He consulted the rochester archive in 
drafting his fifth novel, reading exley’s letters and listening to several 
recorded interviews with the author.

“these last were especially valuable, in that they gave me a 
sense of exley’s speaking voice, which both played off of and contrasted with his narrative 
voice,” clarke says. “i don’t know if i could have written the novel without the help of the 
exley archive. But more importantly, the archive does a huge service to those interested 
in this important, talented, contradictory, sometimes infuriating, sometimes inspiring 
american author.”  —kathleen mcgarvey
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the music business mostly as 
songwriters. On their first vis-
it to the United States in 1964, 
John and Paul reportedly were 
hoping to meet King.

“words of love” (Beatles 
for sale) The original Buddy 
Holly version of this song fea-
tures Buddy’s voice and guitar 
double-tracked to produce two 
vocal parts and a shimmering 
guitar sound. The Beatles pro-
vide a very close copy of that 
record, with John Lennon and 
George Harrison providing 
harmony vocal, backed up by 
George’s guitar.

“you’re gonna lose that 
girl” (help!) A great track that 
highlights the influence of ear-
ly–’60s rhythm and blues on the 
Beatles’ songwriting and per-
formance style. You can easily 
imagine this tune being sung by 
the Drifters or the Temptations.

“the inner light” (b-side to 
the single “lady madonna”) 
This George Harrison–penned 
song highlights the guitarist’s 
engagement with Eastern phi-
losophy and religion. The open-
ing lyric is lifted directly from 
the Tao Te Ching.

“you know my name (look up 
the number)” (b-side to the sin-
gle “let it Be”) As serious as the 
Beatles were about their music, 
they often tempered particular-
ly serious moments with their 
trademark humor. Sgt. Pepper 
ends with the inner-groove loop 
music, which follows the epic “A 

Day in the Life,” while Abbey Road features 
cheeky “Her Majesty” directly after “The 
End.” Most of the comical “You Know My 
Name” was recorded in the summer of 1967 
and later released as the flip side to one of 
the band’s farewell hit singles.

And for those who become devoted 
enough Beatles fans to seek out music not 
yet on iTunes, Covach thinks you’ll thank 
him very much for this suggestion:

“that’s All right (mama)” (live at the 
BBC) Recorded for the BBC in the summer 
of 1963, this is a carefully crafted imitation 
of the Elvis Presley version of this song, 
with Paul doing a very convincing Elvis and 
George copping all the Scotty Moore licks 
on the guitar.r
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